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Abstract This chapter presents research and ideas on the design and shape
optimization of porous media and related process devices for rapid and efficient
gas adsorption. In particular, we will focus on the intensified temperature swing
adsorption (TSA) process by employing several methods such as thermal con-
ductivity promoter, thermoelectric elements and cyclic operating mode, which
illustrate well different aspects of the notion of intensification. Other methods for
intensification of adsorption processes will be briefly discussed also in the context
of pressure swing adsorption (PSA), of electro-thermal swing adsorption (ESA),
and of the use of circulating fluidized bed (CFB). Finally, the design of a porous
material or system with multi-scale internal geometry for gas adsorption and
storage will be presented, expressing necessary compromises between mass and
heat transport characteristics.
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2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I will present my research work carried out during the years on the
adsorption processes in porous media, and my reflexions and efforts on their
intensification. As we know, the adsorption processes involve a porous solid and a
fluid mixture (a gas or a liquid, but only gas phase application will be considered in
the following), mainly for the purpose of separation. This can be best understood
with the example illustrated in Fig. 2.1, the entire cycle of the separation process is
composed of two half-cycles: the cold half-cycle for adsorption and the hot half-
cycle for desorption. In the cold half-cycle, the gas mixture to be separated passes
through the adsorbent bed where the target species will be adsorbed, providing in
the outflow a depleted concentration of that species. Once the adsorption capacity
(saturation) is reached, the hot half-cycle begins for the regeneration of the
adsorbent by reflux or purge gas. The adsorption and desorption proceed one after
another in cycles, leading to the separation of the gas mixture.

The cyclic or periodic characteristic of the separation processes is fundamental,
from the viewpoint of intensification, because it determines the duration of the
cycles, hence the productivity. As a result, the main objective of our work is to
shorten the duration of the cycles so as to intensify the process. The ‘‘temporal
intensification’’ aspect is highlighted here, whereas the aspects of geometrical or
spatial intensification are also involved.
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Fig. 2.1 Adsorption/desorption cycle in an adsorbent bed by varying the temperature
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One important feature of adsorption processes is that mass and heat transfer
characteristics are strongly related. Low temperature promotes the adsorption
while high temperature encourages the desorption (regeneration of the adsorbent).
Hence the productivity of such a process depends strongly on the frequency at
which we are capable of varying the temperature of the adsorbent bed, i.e. heating
or cooling the adsorbent as quickly as possible to reach the temperature set-points
for adsorption and desorption, respectively.

Meanwhile, the adsorption/desorption time depends also on the inner structure
of the porous media, i.e. the transport time for the gas molecules passing through
the meso and the micro pores and finally reaching the nano-pores where the
adsorption actually happens. The porosity of the porous media should also be
carefully determined because more solid means better heat conduction but less
pore volume for adsorption capacity. As a result, how to design a structured porous
material that offers an optimal distribution of pore volume among different scales
for the easiest and uniform access of gas molecules towards nano-pores is also a
very important issue for improving the productivity of the adsorption processes.

In this chapter, I will present various efforts that I made for the intensification of
gas adsorption processes in porous media. Special emphasis will be given to the
rapid temperature swing adsorption (TSA) process using various intensification
methods. Other adsorption processes such as pressure swing adsorption (PSA), and
electro-thermal swing adsorption (ESA) will also be briefly discussed within the
framework of parametric separation (Le Goff and Tondeur 1978; Grévillot 1986;
Tondeur and Grévillot 1986). Finally, I will present an effort on the design and shape
optimization of a porous material for gas adsorption and storage.

2.2 Rapid Thermal Swing Adsorption

Temperature swing adsorption (TSA) is commonly used for gas purification, for
example the treatment of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from gaseous
streams. In conventional TSA processes, the heating and desorption are usually
effected by flowing steam or hot gas through the bed and for cooling cold gas is
used instead. Steam desorption is usually fast and efficient by itself, but requires
lengthy subsequent drying and cooling stages. In all cases, this implies that flowing
of large quantities of gas through the bed is required, and it takes a long time,
usually several hours.

How to heat and cool the adsorbent bed more rapidly so as to significantly
increase the productivity of a TSA process?

I am going to discuss successively in this section various methods of intensi-
fication that I have used, including:

• enhancing the overall heat transfer in the particle bed by using ‘‘thermal con-
ductivity promoters’’, i.e. sheets of compacted natural graphite;
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• using thermoelectric elements (Peltier effect) to accelerate the dynamics of
temperature changes;

• using a pertinent operating mode for the adsorption–desorption cycle;
• augmenting the separation by Cycling-Zone Adsorption.

2.2.1 Thermal Conductivity Promoters

As I have discussed in the introduction, the key factor that limits the duration of a
TSA cycle is the inefficient heat transfer, which is directly linked to the poor
thermal conductivity of the adsorbent. For example, the thermal conductivity of
activated carbon is generally around 0.2 W�m-1�K-1, which could be considered
as non-thermal conductive material. Meanwhile, the thermal conductivity of
graphite (e.g. compacted natural exfoliated graphite) is much higher, up to
350 W�m-1�K-1 (Bonnissel et al. 2001a). Can it be used as thermal conductivity
promoters to improve the heat conduction in porous media?

In fact, this idea is not new. At the beginning of this research, I had intensive
discussions with some of our partners, especially the team of B. Spinner
(PROMES at Perpignan, France) and the team of F. Meunier (LIMSI at Orsay,
France), who have worked on this issue in the context of refrigeration machinery
by adsorption or by gas–solid reaction.

One of the methods proposed by these teams is to fabricate the mixture of solid
particles (Coste et al. 1983) by intimate mixing and compression of natural exfoliated
graphite powder with the active product, e.g. activated carbon (SNEA-LCL 1991),
zeolite, metallic salt (Spinner et al. 1993), etc. The major shortcoming of this
approach is that to obtain a significant enhancement of thermal conductivity, there
should be a large proportion of graphite, 40 % of the final volume for example.
However, with this proportion, the compression of this mixture results in a cohesive
solid block having very low permeability, which is not acceptable for gas adsorption.

Another method is to use highly conductive fins made of metal (foam or metal
straws), evenly distributed in the porous media (Douss and Meunier 1988;
Guilleminot and Meunier 1989). This method is more interesting, since these
materials can ensure a good continuity of conduction and take a small volume
fraction or mass fraction of promoter (about 10 %) at the same time. The disad-
vantages are the chemical sensitivity of the metal, the difficulty of packing, the loss
of compactness and the risk of non-uniform packing with the consequence of a
wide residence time distribution.

By compacting unidirectionally the natural exfoliated graphite particles, I have
realised compacted graphite sheets with different densities and strong anisotropic
conductivity properties. The experimental measurements and comparison with
data of some typical metals (Table 2.1) indicate that the perpendicular1

1 ‘‘perpendicular’’ and ‘‘parallel’’ are relative to the direction in which the compression has taken
place.
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conductivity increases with the bulk density to an impressive value of
340 W�m-1�K-1 at 1,400 kg.m-3, close to that of copper (401 W�m-1�K-1). The
parallel thermal conductivity however, is two orders of magnitude lower compared
to the perpendicular thermal conductivity, but still much higher than that of
activated carbon particles.

Another feature of compacted exfoliated graphite sheets is their small density
and thermal capacity combined with a great thermal conductivity. The expression
of the thermal diffusivity a combines three parameters (a = k/qCp). As shown in
Table 2.2, high values of perpendicular diffusivity could be obtained
(2.86 9 10-4 m2�s-1 at 1,400 kg�m-3), higher than that of metals like copper
(1.17 9 10-4 m2�s-1) or even silver (1.74 9 10-4 m2�s-1). In the parallel direc-
tion, the thermal diffusivity is similar to that of common metals (carbon steel; lead;
zinc, etc.).

This property of high thermal diffusivity is essential for all transient operations
where low inertia is desirable, and makes them better than metallic sheets for the
present purpose.

Encouraged by this observation, I designed with my colleagues an adsorption
column consisting of thin activated carbon particle layers separated by thin
compacted graphite sheets, named active composite with intensified thermal

Table 2.1 Thermal conductivities of natural exfoliated graphite and corresponding metals
conductivity (Bonnissel et al. 2001a)

Bulk density
(kg�m-3)

Porosity Parallel conductivity
(W�m-1�K-1)

Perpendicular conductivity
(W�m-1�K-1)

Metal
(W�m-1�K-1)

200 0.91 8 25 Stainless steel
(13.4)

400 0.82 9 60 Carbon steel
(60)

800 0.64 8 170 Magnesium
(156)

1,200 0.45 7.5 280 Aluminum
(237)

1,400 0.36 7 340 Copper (401)

Published with kind permission of � Elsevier 2001. All rights reserved

Table 2.2 Thermal diffusivity of the compacted natural exfoliated graphite and corresponding
metals diffusivity (Bonnissel et al. 2001a)

Bulk density
(kg�m-3)

Porosity Parallel
diffusivity (106 m2�s-1)

Perpendicular
diffusivity (106 m2�s-1)

Metal
(106 m2�s-1)

200 0.91 47 147 Aluminum (97)
400 0.82 26 176 Copper (117)
800 0.64 12 250 Gold (127)
1,200 0.45 7.4 274 Silver (174)
1,400 0.36 5.9 286 Silicon carbide (230)

Published with kind permission of � ELSEVIER 2001. All rights reserved
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properties (Fig. 2.2). The optimization of the characteristic dimensions of such
module is based on the equipartition of the values of characteristic transfer time
s = L2/a along the graphite sheet, through the thickness of the graphite sheet, and
through the layer of activated carbon. A detailed description of this optimization
procedure will be presented with an example later in this chapter. In the case of the
constructed apparatus described in Fig. 2.5, we have established a good compro-
mise for the present density of graphite sheet (1,390 kg�m-3): the thickness of
0.6 mm, separated by a 2 mm space filled with adsorbent particles. This corre-
sponds to a volume fraction of graphite sheets of about 20 %, much lower than all
the values considered so far for the dispersion of conductive particles in the
absorbent.

Then one may ask: Is this the best configuration? Can the heat transfer be
further enhanced by geometric optimization?

On one hand, the graphite sheets could be further compressed, leading to even
higher compactness with equal heat flux transported. On the other hand, the heat
transfer in the perpendicular direction with respect to the graphite layers is still
limited, because of the bad adsorbent/graphite contact and the very low conduc-
tivity of the particle bed. This situation could be improved for example, by adding
‘‘fins’’ perpendicular to the graphite layers while still keeping the 20 % volume
fraction, as shown in Fig. 2.3.

One important limitation of this approach concerns the fabrication technique.
Evidently, a certain degree of thermal performance loss would be acceptable if a
fast and effective mode of fabrication was available. For the implementation of
highly compacted graphite sheets, this remains to be investigated. For metals, we
can consider all existing structures, such as foams, sponges or folded metals. The
most promising way seems to be the extrusion of a metal having thermal properties
close to the graphite.

gas

gas

gas

gas

heat

heat

heat

heat

Activated carbon 

particles
Graphite sheet

Fig. 2.2 Laminated
structure of active composite
with intensified thermal
properties

The effective conductivity of this composite material is about 600 times greater than that
of a classical adsorbent bed. Meanwhile the global permeability of the composite module
is hardly influenced, since the gas passes mainly through the activated carbon particle
layers.
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2.2.2 Use of Thermoelectric Elements

Having proposed the shape of adsorbent bed with enhanced heat transfer char-
acteristics, another issue that should be considered for shortening the cycle
duration is the mode of energy supply/evacuation, since it is known that adsorption
is exothermic so that it releases heat while desorption is endothermic which
absorbs heat. Conventionally, the working gas will be pre-heated or cooled before
entering the absorbent bed. Other methods include the integration of tubular heat
exchangers or the use of Joule effect (Electro-thermal swing adsorption that will be
presented after).

I first proposed the idea of using thermoelectric elements (TE) to produce the
temperature variations of the adsorbent bed. Firstly, let us give a brief introduction
on the basic principle of TE.

A TE is a device that provides the direct conversion of temperature differences
to electric current or vice versa: it creates an electric current when there is a
temperature difference between two sides (Seebeck effect), or conversely, it cre-
ates a temperature difference when it is fed by an electrical current (Peltier effect).
One noticeable feature of the TE is that the thermal polarity of TE depends on the
polarity of applied current: the cold junction and the hot junction can be changed
easily by reversing a DC current. As a result, the TEs are efficient temperature
controllers.

The TE I used in my research is a conventional type with the dimension of
62 9 62 mm. It consumes 3–14 A at 12 V, the electric power then being about
100 W. The temperature difference between two faces depends on the pumped
power, with the maximum temperature at hot face at about 70 �C. Note that TEs
with higher maximal temperature are now commercialised. The thermal power of
the TE is in the order of 100–200 W depending on the temperature difference,
corresponding to the power pumped by the adsorbent composite.

Fig. 2.3 The configuration of the active composite with fins (Luo 2001)
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I emphasize the originality of using TE in the context, related to the periodic
operation. In fact, I am going to alternatively heat and cool the adsorbent bed by
contacting it with one face of TE. To periodically inverse the thermal polarity, it is
just necessary to inverse periodically the electric polarity. Thanks to the fast
dynamics and easy controllability of TE, the temperature switch occurs in a matter
of seconds after inversion of the electric current.

The advantages are not limited to this. Figure 2.4 shows the heating and cooling
power as a function of the temperature difference between the two faces. For a
normal operation of the element (no electric polarity inversion, steady state,
DT positive), the thermal power is maximal when the DT is zero, and the thermal
power decreases to zero when DT increases to the maximum value. When working
under periodical regime, since DT will be negative when inversing the element’s
electric polarity, it will be operated with a negative thermal gradient. For example,
under the steady state with a DT of 50 �C, we will have a maximal cooling power
of about 50 W (point 1 in Fig. 2.4). By inversing the polarity, the initial DT is thus
-50 �C, corresponding to a power of about 240 W (point 2 in Fig. 2.4). Of course,
the temperatures will then evolve to the imposed values, and the DT and cold
power will reach their values under steady state, till the next inversion of polarity.

1

2

Fig. 2.4 Cooling power (solid line) and heating power (dotted line) as a function of temperature
difference between two faces for different values of electric current (4–14 A) (Luo 2001)

Operating in transient state by successively inversing the polarity permits an intensifica-
tion of the cooling power of the thermoelectric elements.
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Note that there are a number of distinctive features of TE, as I discussed above,
but the energy ‘‘dissymmetry’’ character should not be ignored. This results from
the dissipative effects (Joule effect) so that the heating power is always much
higher than the cooling power (Fig. 2.4). For the actual operation of TSA appa-
ratus, this dissymmetry has to be accounted for by a pertinent operation mode that
will be presented below.

2.2.3 Periodic Operation Modes

Figure 2.5 presents the configuration of the adsorption apparatus we designed,
optimized, fabricated and tested, in view of small scale applications (Bonnissel
et al. 2001b). It is composed of a parallelepiped of polypropylene with two alu-
minum plates on two opposite faces. Two TEs are pressed onto these plates by two
brass heat exchangers. The adsorption bed consists of parallel and regularly spaced
thin graphite sheets with high thermal conductivity separated by spacing slabs
(permeable to gas flow) and enclosing activated carbon pellets.

The energetic analysis of the system is complicated because of the variability
and the coupling of all system parameters, and also of the asymmetry of the
heating and cooling. Because of the Joule effect, it is also possible to use a lower
intensity in heating period of the adsorbent than in the cooling period. Further-
more, the durations of the cooling and heating cycles are not necessarily equal.

I present an example of separation process realized with such a system. The
column is fed by a mixture of helium-CO2 (17 %) at a constant flow rate of
30 mL�s-1. No purge step with pure inert gas is used. The TEs are electrically
cycled as explained above. Cooling produces adsorption while heating produces
desorption. Figure 2.6 shows the time variations of the measured and calculated
temperatures in the adsorption column. The experiments consisted of adsorption
periods of 10 min at a temperature set point of -10 �C and desorption periods of

Fig. 2.5 Overall view of
adsorption column with
thermoelectric devices. Outer
polypropylene wall not
shown (Bonnissel et al.
2001b). Published with kind
permission of � AMERICAN
CHEMICAL SOCIETY
2001. All rights reserved
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5 min at a temperature set point of 60 �C. The mean temperature of the active
composite varies between -5 and 50 �C.

Figure 2.7 shows the measured and calculated outlet carbon dioxide concen-
trations with time for an experiment with a 17 % CO2 molar inlet concentration.
During the cooling (adsorption) period, the CO2 concentration decreases rapidly
and later slowly increases because of breakthrough of the adsorption front. During
the heating (desorption) period, the CO2 concentration increases very quickly and
then decreases, when the bulk of the CO2 has been desorbed.

Note that the duration of the entire cycle is about 25 min, which is actually a
very rapid TSA process with respect to classical TSA cycles in hours.

Fig. 2.6 Experimental and
calculated temperature
variations with time; water
temperature, 25 �C;
adsorption, 10 min at
-10 �C; desorption, 5 min at
60 �C (Bonnissel et al.
2001b). Published with kind
permission of � AMERICAN
CHEMICAL SOCIETY
2001. All rights reserved

Fig. 2.7 Mole fractions of
CO2 of the adsorption–
desorption cycles (Bonnissel
et al. 2001b). Published with
kind permission of �
AMERICAN CHEMICAL
SOCIETY 2001. All rights
reserved
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2.2.4 Cycling-Zone Adsorption

For the adsorption/desorption cycle tested here, the mixture of CO2 and He is fed
continuously to the adsorbent bed, neither with flow reversal nor use of purge gas.
In fact, this operating mode is inspired by the work of Jacob and Tondeur
(1983a, b) which showed that, under certain conditions, a pure helium flow could
be obtained. However, the present experimental results (Fig. 2.7) merely show that
a concentration/depletion process is possible with short cycles in one shallow
column. This limitation may be due to the small bed length and probably to a poor
chromatography quality. Nevertheless, the flow-rate used here is on the order of
0.1–0.14 m3�h-1. A larger flow-rate increases the spread of the residence time
distribution and thus diminishes the chromatographic quality.

Could the operation mode be further optimized in order to approach a total
separation?

Firstly, I considered using a parallel-series arrangement of similar modules, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.8. The parallel setup allows for a larger flow to be processed at
a similar gas velocity, and the series setup allows for an improvement in separation
quality.

Then, cycling-zone adsorption was used. This operation mode was introduced
by Pigford in the late 1960s (Pigford et al. 1969; Baker and Pigford 1971). It
involves periodic change of temperature of a series of columns, with a phase shift
between successive columns. Figure 2.9a gives schematically the temperature
distribution of a series of five columns at three different phases in such a process.

I simulated the operation of such a series of five columns, under conditions
comparable to those of Fig. 2.7 (20 % CO2; flow-rate 30 mL�s-1; heating 30 min
at 60 �C; cooling 10 min at -10 �C). The result is shown in Fig. 2.9b. It is clearly
seen that the separation is amplified in each column, and an effluent having a very
low fraction of CO2 is obtained already in column 3. The effluent of the fifth

Fig. 2.8 Series–parallel arrangement of adsorption modules (Bonnissel et al. 2001b). Published
with kind permission of � American Chemical Society 2001. All rights reserved
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column contains less than 0.1 % CO2 for 20 min, while in the effluent of the other
20 min CO2 concentration is doubled (average 40 %).

Notice that this operating mode (the so-called direct mode of cycling-zone-
adsorption, whereby the columns are heated and cooled through the walls) is
hardly possible by other means than those used here, which allows for a relatively
fast temperature change in each column and the separate control of each column.
It is certainly an operating mode adapted to this technology.

2.2.5 Short Summary

I have shown in this section the possibility of a rapid TSA process. It is based on a
composite adsorbent bed, composed with layers of activated carbon particles
separated by sheets of a highly conductive graphite material. The geometry of the
graphite material may have a multi-scale structure and optimized based on its heat
and mass transfer characteristics. It also uses thermoelectric elements to alterna-
tively heat and cool the adsorbent bed. The high effective conductivity of the bed
and the fast dynamics of the thermoelectric elements allows cycles (cooling and
adsorption/heating and desorption) to be run in 10–20 min. The series–parallel
arrangement of adsorption column and the cycling zone operation mode can fur-
ther amplify the separation in terms of both throughput and separation quality.

2.3 Other Intensified Adsorption Processes

To periodically modulate the temperature of the adsorption column is not the only
method to intensify the adsorption process. In this section, I will present and discuss
other adsorption processes that I have developed or investigated, to intensify the
separation subject to different contexts. These adsorption processes are:

C H C H C

H C H C H

C H C H C

Gas Gas

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.9 Cycling-zone adsorption. a principle of temperature shifts in five-column cycling-zone
adsorption; b simulation of outlet concentrations (Bonnissel et al. 2001b). Published with kind
permission of � American Chemical Society 2001. All rights reserved
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• Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA);
• Electrothermal Swing Adsorption (ESA);
• Adsorption in Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB)

2.3.1 Pressure Swing Adsorption

As the name suggests, the external parameter modulated here is the pressure,
a parameter that can be varied rapidly. One typical application is the purification
and production of hydrogen from natural gas reforming followed by water–gas
shift reaction. Hydrogen can be produced by PSA with a high purity (99.999 %) by
adsorption of impurities on a layer of activated carbon (CO2, CH4, other heavy
impurities) followed by a layer of zeolite (CO, N2, essentially) (Chlendi and
Tondeur 1995).

Figure 2.10 presents the principle of a simple PSA cycle, whose four stages in
the cycle take place on the same adsorption column, and which therefore neces-
sities an auxiliary reservoir where intermediate products may be stored between
stages. These four stages are: (1) pressurization of the column from low pressure to
high pressure; (2) isobaric production; (3) depressurization; (4) isobaric purge by
using a fraction of the product of the second stage, and during which impurities are
desorbed at low pressure. No auxiliary gas is therefore necessary in this process
whose driving energy is the compression of the gas mixture to be separated. Note
that the purge duration is not necessarily equal to the adsorption duration. Our
study (Bonnot et al. 2006) showed that an optimal purge duration may exist, of the
order of 80 % of the adsorption duration.

It is interesting to compare the TSA with the PSA from the point of view of
intensification. The key feature of PSA is that it is extremely productive for the
separation of light gases. The characteristic cycle duration of a PSA is about
several minutes, or even several seconds for rapid PSA processes, with respect to
several hours for classic TSA processes. In fact, the PSA is a process intrinsically
intense. The reason lies in the fact that it is relatively easy to quickly increase,
respectively decrease, the pressure in an adsorption column by pumping com-
pressed gas into it, respectively releasing gas from it.

Unfortunately, the rapid PSA is not always possible. When heavier molecules
are adsorbed on charcoal or zeolite, the desorption stage will be inefficient without
raising the temperature, or without vacuum (which then makes the cycle duration
considerably longer). In addition, a simple PSA such as that described in Fig. 2.10
may imply a significant loss of useful product, which is discarded with the
blowdown and the purge. When a high recovery is sought, as in the case of
hydrogen, multiple columns (up to 12 or 16 columns for example) and complex
cycles are needed, and the PSA is then much less compact. None of the TSA
process has such complexity. In general, it has a maximum of 2 or 3 columns.
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The different features of the two processes determine their different position
and application domains in industry. The PSA is often an autonomous separation
operation which provides final products (dry air, nitrogen, pure oxygen, etc.). The
TSA on the contrary is rather a non-autonomous purification operation; the
impurities separated from the main stream must be further treated (condensation,
distillation or incineration for the solvents for example).

Then one may ask: Can PSA and the TSA complement each other?
In fact they cannot in general. The application domains and conditions are

different. But the question may be formulated in another way: Since the PSA has a
high productivity, can we in certain cases, replace a TSA process by a PSA?

The key issue is the possibility of efficient desorption by pressure decrease.
With strongly adsorbed species at ambient temperature, this is impossible. In fact,
we may then imagine the replacement of a TSA by a PSA functioning at a mean
temperature higher than the ambience. Then the problem is to determine an
optimal mean temperature, which is a compromise between good adsorption
(favored by lower temperature) and a good desorption (favored by higher tem-
perature). Such a process seems interesting if the gas to be treated is available at a
temperature higher than ambience, the case of reforming gas for example. Some
efforts have been devoted to this technique recently (e.g. Gales et al. 2003; Sharma
and Wankat 2009).

Fig. 2.10 Principle of a
PSA cycle (Luo 2001)

This coupling can be considered as intensification with respect to PSA (its temperature
optimization), as well as with respect to TSA (to be replaced by a PSA at none-ambient
temperature).
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2.3.2 Electro-Thermal Swing Adsorption

For VOCs recovery, TSA has some limitations: desorption by hot gas leads to
low concentrations of desorbed vapours which make the condensation difficult;
desorption by steam is usually reserved to VOCs which are not miscible with
water in order to avoid subsequent distillation of the mixture. Even when the
VOCs are to be destroyed by incineration, rather then recovered, they should be
produced at a concentration high enough to allow autothermal incineration
(without addition of fuel).

In order to avoid these inconveniences, the so-called Electrical Swing
Adsorption (ESA) could be an alternative. Direct-electrothermal regeneration by
the direct Joule effect uses the adsorbent as an electrical resistor to heat and
regenerate the adsorbent. This idea is not new, and was first proposed by Fabuss
and Dubois (1970). Since then, many studies have considered different aspects of
the concept (e.g. Petkovska et al. 1991; Saysset et al. 1999; Subrenat et al. 2001;
Cheng et al. 2002; Sullivan et al. 2004; Yu et al. 2004, 2007; Luo et al. 2006, etc.).

Besides the adsorption and regeneration, vapour condensation is necessary to
recycle liquid solvent or for its possible transport to a reprocessing plant. We
propose the use of TE, as we have introduced for intensified TSA process, which
functions as a rapid cooler or as a heater (by simply reversing the current direc-
tion). These elements have very small thermal inertia and permit obtaining neg-
ative temperatures very rapidly (in several seconds). In case of crystallization,
these devices can also be unclogged easily by melting with the inverse of the
current within a few minutes.

The principle of the compact and integrated process is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. It
consists of an adsorption column for the concentration of VOCs and a TE con-
denser for the liquefaction of the desorbed vapour during the regeneration. The

Regeneration

N2

DC current

Compact heat 
exchanger

Cooling flow

150 C°

TE 
condenser

-70 C°

Cooled VOCs

Adsorption

Air + VOCs

Purified air

Adsorbent 
column

Liquified VOCs

Fig. 2.11 Principle of the integrated ESA process for VOC concentration and recycling
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installed compact heat exchanger serves as pre-cooler or part of condenser,
depending on the temperature of the working fluid.

Once this process is envisaged, the next step is the search for a suitable
adsorbent for ESA usage. Although granular activated carbon is the most common
morphology used to adsorb VOCs from gas streams, commercial activated carbons
are now available in a variety of forms, such as monoliths (ACM), spherical beads
(ACB) and fiber cloths (ACFC), as shown in Fig. 2.12. ACM is generally made of
powdered activated carbon mixed with water and an organic binder. The mixture is
then extruded at high pressure and dried between 400 and 500 �C to form a
monolith. ACB is a synthetic carbonaceous adsorbent produced by pyrolysis of a
highly sulfonated styrene divinylbenzene resin, and activated between 300 and
1,200 �C. Pyrolysis and activation increase the microporosity of the beads, while
only providing a small increase in the samples mesoporosity. ACFC are woven

Fig. 2.12 Photos of ACM, ACB and ACFC (Luo et al. 2006). Published with kind permission of
� ELSEVIER 2006. All rights reserved

Table 2.3 Physical, electrical, adsorption and cost properties of ACM, ACB, and ACFC (Luo
et al. 2006)

Adsorbent ACM ACB ACFC
Model RICD,

Beijing,
China

Ambersorb 572
(Rohm and Hass)

ACFC-5092-20
(American Kynol
Inc.)

Pressure drop at 0.1 m/s of
superficial gas velocity (Pa/cm)

1.0 89.9 38.8

Permeability (m2) 1.8 9 10-8 2.0 9 10-10 1.9 9 10-11

Micropore volume (cm3/g) 0.21 0.41 0.75
Adsorption capacity at p/po = 0.9

(g/g)
0.26 0.52 0.6

Throughput ratio 0.81 0.91 0.81
Length of unused bed 0.21 0.08 0.21
Electrical resistivity at 455 K

(9X-m)
3.9 9 10-1 8.1 9 10-2 4.8 9 10-3

Max. achieved concentration factor 46 20 1,050
Cost ($/kg) 3.6 1,575 730

Published with kind permission of ELSEVIER � 2001. All rights reserved
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activated carbon fibers made by pyrolysis of cellulose, rayon, polyacrylonitrile or
saran fibers, etc.

A comparative study is carried out to better compare their physical, electrical
and adsorption properties. Batch operation experimental results are listed in
Table 2.3. We briefly conclude that the ACM has the lowest pressure drop, highest
permeability, highest electrical resistivity and lowest cost; the ACB has the largest
throughput ratio and lowest length of unused bed, whereas the ACFC shows the
largest adsorption capacity for toluene, fastest to regenerate and largest concen-
tration factor. A detailed comparison may be found in Luo et al. (2006).

With a compromise between adsorption/regeneration performance and cost, we
employed an ACM in the experimental test of ESA of toluene. The shape is a
parallelepiped of 10 cm in length and a square cross-section of 5 cm by 5 cm. It
contains 400 longitudinal parallel channels of square cross-section of 2 mm by
2 mm. The wall thickness between the channels is 0.5 mm, as shown in Fig. 2.12.
The BET surface area is about 615 m2�g-1. A high adsorption capacity (up to
2.5 mol�kg-1) at low partial pressures of toluene at room temperature is observed,
implying that it is effective for cleaning the gas.

2.3.3 Adsorption in Circulating Fluidized Bed

Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) technology is a process for clean combustion and
incineration because of its good heat and mass transfer capabilities. Could this
technology be extended to the adsorption processes?

If this was possible, the advantages are numerous. Besides the intensified heat
and mass transfer between fluid and solid particles, it allows a continuous
(or pseudo-continuous) operation, thus avoiding the immobilization of saturated
adsorbent, which typically occurs in fixed bed operations. In addition, the fluidized
bed operation allows high fluid flow-rate with relatively small pressure drops and
reduced blockage risk for the treatment of dusty gases or slurries.

Despite these advantages, CFB techniques, although classic in catalysis, are
hardly used in adsorption, mainly for two reasons:

• Attrition: turbulent transport of classic adsorbents (e.g., activated carbon) sub-
jects the particles to strong attrition forces, resulting in adsorbent degradation
and dusting; attrition resistance then becomes an important requirement;

• Purity requirement: many adsorption processes require high purities, implying a
large number of ‘‘theoretical stages’’, which can only be offered by fixed bed.

Under certain circumstances, these factors are not prohibitive, and I have
therefore explored the potential application of CFB technique in adsorption. The
first requirement is an adsorbent resistant to attrition. Ambersorb 600 made of
carbonized polymer material obtained from Rohm and Haas, Philadelphia, PA,
USA, satisfies this condition. It is in the form of small spherical beads with
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uniform particle diameter and high crush strength ([1 kg/bead), desirable for
fluidized bed application.

Figure 2.13 shows the design of TSA and PSA processes for the treatment of
VOCs using CFB technology. In the TSA process, the desorption section is heated
by a heat exchanger. In the PSA process on the other hand, the pressure change
between the adsorption section and the desorption section is managed by a system
of ball valves.

Batch type experiments were run (Song et al. 2005) in which the solid is
fluidized but does not circulate. The results are thus comparable to that of a fixed
bed, with a breakthrough curve. Such curves were found to be relatively sharp,
allowing for efficient VOCs abatement: the reduction of toluene from 460 to
5 ppm on less than one meter of bed height. The predicted performance in a
continuous mode where the adsorbent would be partially regenerated implies a
less-than-total toluene abatement.

2.4 Design of Structured Porous Medium for Gas
Adsorption or Storage

I have underlined in earlier sections the importance of the shape or morphologies
of porous media for the adsorption or gas storage processes. In fact, the optimal
design of such porous material must account for the following factors:

Cold air

Purified
air

Air to be
treated

Reject

Desorption

Adsorption

Adsorbent

Q

TSATSA

Purge gas

Air àtraiter

Ball valve

Adsorption

PSAPSA

Concentrated
VOCs

Purified
air

Ball valve

Concentrated
VOCs

Fig. 2.13 Schematic of continuous TSA or PSA processes using circulating fluidized bed
technique
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• High static gas adsorption/storage capacity per unit volume, implying a large
volume of nano-porous space where adsorption, condensation, or chemical
reaction takes place.

• Fast transfer kinetics from the nano-pores to the storage outlet; reciprocally, the
filling of the storage/adsorption tank should be possible in a short time.
Unfortunately, the pure diffusional mass transfer in the nano-porous is extremely
slow. The properties expected therefore imply that some intermediate porous
network be distributed in the porous media, to allow rapid transport of the gas
molecules to the nano-pores. This intermediate porous network should occupy a
small volume, because it contributes little to the storage capacity, and should
also generate low pressure drop.

• Adsorption being strongly exothermic, the heat released during the filling of the
storage should be rapidly and efficiently removed, to avoid the decrease of the
storage capacity, and vice versa for the desorption cycle. Thus, the packing
should constitute a continuous heat conducting material, and/or incorporate
some ‘‘conduction promoters’’, so that the heat may be removed through the
walls of the vessel for example.

In earlier sections, I have presented the efforts on the property modifications of
porous media to enhance the heat and mass transfer, including the insertion of
conductivity promoters and the employment of new adsorbent morphologies
(ACM, ACB, ACFC, etc.). Of course, the available shapes and inner structures of
the porous media are limited because of the fabrication constraints. Then one may
ask: Is it possible to theoretically design a multi-scale structured porous material
and a system having properties I have evoked above for efficient gas adsorption
and storage?

To answer this question, I will present here a theoretical optimization approach
based on the equipartition property (here the characteristic transport time). At this
stage, a full theoretical development is not available, but I shall illustrate the
principles on which it could be based.

2.4.1 Definition of Elemental Domain

As a starting point, let us first define an elementary domain, which may very well
be the smallest scale accessible by fabrication, and/or the scale at which the
elementary phenomena occur, here say adsorption and nano-porous mass transport.

Consider the cylindrical volume of Fig. 2.14, composed of homogeneous nano-
porous material, in which gas is transported by a mechanism of surface diffusion
described by a constant diffusivity a0. The cylinder (length L1 and radius r1) is
‘‘irrigated’’ by a central micro-pore, in which diffusion occurs with a diffusivity
a1 [ a0. It is assumed that all the gas moleculars contained in the cylinder must
enter or exit through one end of this micro-pore (the other boundaries are closed).
In addition, it is assumed that diffusion in the nano-porous region may be
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considered as one-dimensional as if all nano-pores were oriented radially. The
latter assumption is a good approximation when a1 is much larger than a0, or when
the nano-pore network is actually anisotropic.

I use here an approach based on characteristic times, defined as the ratio of the
square of a characteristic dimension to the diffusivity. The characteristic times are
analogous to resistances and the inverse of conductances, in the sense that they are
additive for mechanisms that are in series. For example, for the nano-porous space
the local characteristic time of radial diffusion to the micro-pore at a distance
x from the micro-pore is x2/a0. The average �t0 of this quantity taken over the nano-
porous domain is simply obtained by integrating over x from 0 to r1 (the thickness
of the micro-pore is neglected for simplicity, and the other space variables are not
necessary owing to the symmetry of the domain and the assumption of pure radial
diffusion).

�t0 ¼
1
r1

1
a0

Zr1

0

x2dx ¼ r2
1

3a0
ð2:1Þ

Similarly, the diffusion time in the micro-pore, considered mono-dimensional in
the direction y is given by:

�t1 ¼
1
L1

1
a1

ZL1

0

y2dy ¼ L2
1

3a1
ð2:2Þ

The mechanism assumed here is purely sequential: for desorption, the mole-
cules must first diffuse in the nano-space, then in the micro-pore (or conversely for
adsorption). The average total time s1 is the sum of the two ‘‘partial’’ times:

Nanoporous
domain

L1

r1

Micropore

Fig. 2.14 Cylindrical
elementary domain (Luo and
Tondeur 2005). Published
with kind permission of
� ELSEVIER 2005. All
rights reserved
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s1 ¼ �t0 þ�t1 ð2:3Þ

For a specified volume of the domain, i.e. a specified value of the product
V1 = pL1r1

2, one can calculate a value of the ‘‘aspect ratio’’ L/r that minimizes the
average total time. This is done for example by eliminating r1 using the constraint
V1, then differentiating s1 with respect to L1 (also verifying that the second
derivative is positive). One then finds:

os1

oL1

� �
V1

¼ � V1

3a0L2
1

þ 2L1

3a1
¼ 0 ð2:4Þ

A number of remarkable relations result from this optimization, such as:
Optimal aspect ratio:

L1

r1
¼ a1

2a0

� �1
2

ð2:5Þ

Average transfer times:

�t1

�t0
¼ 1

2
and Min s1 ¼

3
2

�t0 ð2:6Þ

2.4.2 Multi-Scale Construction

Suppose now that I assemble a number of n1 elementary domains such as the one I
just investigated together in such a way that the ‘‘mouth’’ of every micro-pore
opens on a ‘‘meso-pore’’, where the transport is still diffusional, but with a still
larger diffusivity a2 and an average transport time of �t2. This construction process
is illustrated in Fig. 2.15. Clearly, for this construction to make sense and for the
resulting structure to be compact, the elementary domains should have a non
circular shape, for instance squares, lozenges or hexagons would be suitable for
compact packing. Anisotropic transport may even be accounted for, and an optimal
aspect ratio of the cross-section may be defined. The simplicity of the above
equations is then lost, but it is still possible to develop a similar calculation and
define average transport times for this new elementary domain.

domains V1

r2 = L1

L2 = 2n1 r1

Mesopore: diffusion time 
2t

Fig. 2.15 Constructing the
first assembly by elementary
domains (Luo and Tondeur
2005). Published with kind
permission of � ELSEVIER
2005. All rights reserved
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Returning to Fig. 2.15, the width r2 of this new domain is the length L1 of the
elementary domain, and its length L2 is n1 times the width 2r1. From the point of
view of the meso-pore, the full set of elementary domains behaves as a homo-
geneous domain with an average transfer time s1. A new total transfer time is
defined as:

s2 ¼ s1 þ�t2 ð2:7Þ

Following the same approach, this quantity may be minimized with respect to
the length L2, in other words, with respect to the number of elementary domains.
Considering first n1 as a rational number (not necessarily integer), relations for-
mally identical to 2.5 and 2.6 are found, where the indices are merely incremented
by one. Of course, the nearest integer value of n1 must be chosen, leading to a
slightly sub-optimal construction.

Figure 2.16 illustrates how this ‘‘constructal’’ approach may in principle be
extended to still an additional scale. If the transport mechanism in the ‘‘macro-
pore’’ is still diffusional, similar recurrent relations may be obtained. An inter-
esting aspect comes up when the transport mechanism changes. For example, let us
assume that at the macro-pore level of Fig. 2.16, diffusion no longer governs the
transport, but instead advection takes place, with a velocity noted u3. The total
time then becomes:

�s3 ¼ s2 þ�t3 ¼
L2

2

3a2
þ L3

2u3
ð2:8Þ

The minimization with constraint V3 = L3L2
2 equal to constant leads to a dif-

ferent expression of the aspect ratio:

L3

L2
2

¼ 2u3

3a2
ð2:9Þ

L3 = n2 r2

r3 = L2

transport velocity u3

Fig. 2.16 Constructing the second assembly by several first assemblies (Luo and Tondeur
2005). Published with kind permission of � ELSEVIER 2005. All rights reserved
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Addressing now briefly the 3D packing problem, it is clear that one cannot be
satisfied with the considerations above, and one of the research challenges is to
design real 3D systems. Figure 2.17 illustrates the sort of design one is led to.
This figure illustrates how heat pipes or heat conducting rods may be combined
with heat conducting sheets to ‘‘move’’ the heat into or out of a three-dimensional
poorly conducting structure. The diamond-pattern appearing on the front face may
be optimized to account for anisotropic conduction in the W and H directions.

This way of building a multi-scale structure by successive optimization from the
smallest scales to the largest is typical of the ‘‘constructal approach’’, developed by
Bejan and co-workers (1997, 1998, 2004 for example). It is based on the assumption
that this sequential optimization furnishes the overall optimal, which turns out to be
a very reasonable assumption when the processes involved are in series.

2.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, I have presented and discussed various adsorption processes
subject to specific application domains and conditions. The thermodynamic
parameter modulated could be the temperature (TSA), operating pressure (PSA) or
electrical current intensity (ESA). Various technical or operational methods have
been introduced, aiming at intensifying the adsorption in porous media. Due to the
cyclic nature of these swing processes, the main aspect of intensification is to
accelerate the dynamics and to shorten the cycle time by the use of compacted
graphite sheet with high thermal conductivity to enhance heat transfer; of ther-
moelectric elements with less thermal inertia; of careful choice of adsorption/
desorption interval; of pressure swing; etc. This we may call ‘‘temporal intensi-
fication’’, but of course, other aspects are also involved, for example:

• Productivity intensification: novel morphologies of activated carbon with high
adsorption capacity (ACM, ACB, ACFC) or high attrition resistance; circulating

Fig. 2.17 Arrangement of
heat conducting tubes and
sheets in an isolating block
(Luo and Tondeur 2005).
Published with kind
permission of ELSEVIER
2005. All rights reserved
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fluidized bed with large gas velocity (throughput); coupled TPSA for purifica-
tion; series–parallel arrangement; cycling-zone mode; etc.

• Compactness intensification: integrated systems; laminated (or more compact)
structure of active composite; simplified PSA; etc.

Besides these intensification methods, we also presented in the last part of this
chapter, a design and optimization approach for multi-scale structured porous
materials and systems for efficient gas adsorption and/or storage. The optimized
pore-network provides equitable access of gas molecules to the complete nano-
porosity, with minimal space occupied and pressure drop. If it could be realized by
modern fabrication techniques, it would have a great potential of application in
various processes, with properties of intensified heat and mass transfer.
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